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Abstract—Mobile edge computing offers ultra-low latency, high
bandwidth, and high reliability. Thus, it can support a plethora
of emerging services that can be placed in close proximity to
the user. One of the fundamental problems in this context is
maximizing the benefit from the placement of networked services,
while meeting bandwidth and latency constraints.

In this study, we propose an adaptive and predictive re-
source allocation strategy for virtual-network function placement
comprising services at the mobile edge. Our study focuses on
maximizing the service provider’s benefit under user mobility,
i.e., uncertainty. This problem is NP-hard, and thus we propose
a heuristic solution: we exploit local knowledge about the likely
movements of users to speculatively allocate service functions.
We allow the service functions to be allocated at different edge
nodes, as long as latency and bandwidth constraints are met. We
evaluate our proposal against a theoretically optimal algorithm as
well as against recent previous work, using widely used simulation
tools. We demonstrate that under realistic scenarios, an adaptive
and proactive strategy coupled with flexible placement can
achieve close-to-optimal benefit.

I. INTRODUCTION

Edge computing is a new paradigm for distributed comput-
ing, whose premise is to bring computation and data storage
closer to the applications. In its broadest sense, the edge
is a collection of interoperating micro-datacenters located
one or two network hops from the end user. The service
provided by the edge architecture is thus adapted to the system
topology and the user location. Its advantages— compared to
cloud-based services—include shorter response times, lower
bandwidth requirements, availability even when temporarily
disconnected from the central cloud, and potential improve-
ment in privacy by processing the data locally [1]. Presently,
edge computing encompasses an extremely diverse range of
technologies, from a plethora of IoT devices to smart city
infrastructures, telecommunication 5G/6G multi-access edge
computing (MEC), and edge cloud availability zones. The
related research challenges and corresponding advances are
similarly diverse [2], [3].

In this paper, we focus on networked services in the mobile
edge [4]. As stated in the ETSI specification [5], “the MEC
system needs to support continuity of the service, mobility
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of the application, and mobility of application-specific user-
related information”. To support user mobility, “MEC appli-
cations need to run at the right place at the right moment,
and might have to move when the conditions evolve”. Indeed,
the mobile edge opens up new scenarios that transcend device-
centric mobile applications and require mobility of low-latency
networked services to support, e.g., autonomous vehicles or
robotic swarms sharing rich sensor data [6]. We adopt the
point-of-view of the edge-service provider, whose goal is to
maximize cost-efficiency.

Modern networked services are influenced by recent
advancements in network-function virtualization (NFV),
software-defined networking (SDN), service-function chaining
(SFC), and micro-services-based cloud-native software engi-
neering. Thus, they take the form of virtualized service topolo-
gies, where virtual network functions (VNFs) are grouped to-
gether into communicating micro-services. Each micro-service
defines service-level agreements (SLAs) to its counterparts,
where, e.g., its required response time is specified. This model
was widely adopted thanks to facilitating large-scale cloud-
native deployment and operation and is expected to carry over
to the mobile edge. Services are consumed as stateful service
sessions deployed over a collection of service functions.

We consider the following typical business scenario. An
edge provider offers virtualized execution environments in the
mobile edge, spanning multiple geographic locations. Simi-
larly to the cloud business model, the resources in the mobile
edge are offered as-a-service on a pay-as-you-go basis. The
users are mobile, e.g., mobile vehicles, making service-session
requests from their current locations. Each service session has
some duration throughout which it yields benefit to the service
provider1. If the service is interrupted, i.e., the SLA of the
service is violated, then the service provider does not receive
benefit during the downtime.

In real commercial systems, this scheme might be some-
what more complex with SLAs being defined in probabilistic
terms, allowing some slack for violations without incurring
immediate financial repercussions. In this work, we assume

1Some services can be provided free of charge to the end users, e.g.,
by leveraging an advertisement model. We, therefore, refer to a generalized
“benefit” for the service owner. The details of how this financial benefit is
recovered by the service owner are outside the scope of this paper.
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that an operation-support system or a business-support system
are responsible for observability, accounting, and billing of
both the edge service provider and the service consumers. The
provider and consumers will be able to collaboratively detect
SLA violations and reconcile these events in the end of the
billing period. The details of the involved systems are outside
the scope of this work.

The service provider is interested in maximizing its total
benefit. To that end, it should balance a tradeoff between the
benefit received from the service-session requests and the costs
of hosting the services.

The problem of placing service topologies in the edge
while maximizing benefit is NP-hard [7]. Optimizing the
placement for the mobile edge is at least as complex, due to the
uncertainty introduced by user mobility. Fig. 1 demonstrates
this complexity: as a user moves with the passage of time, its
service (or some of its constituent functions) might be required
to migrate to a new location. Such migration is required
if the latency constraints can no longer be satisfied by the
current placement, given the new location of the user. In a
purely reactive strategy, the functions of the service will be
moved to a new location as a response to the user movement.
This strategy is conservative on the hosting expenses, as the
resources are allocated only when they are required. However,
it might cause a dramatic loss of benefit when user mobility
is high. Previous studies [8] showed that proactive placement
can dramatically reduce downtime by allocating resources
at potential future user locations. This potential increase in
benefit comes at the cost of increased hosting expenses. This
tradeoff was previously addressed by pro-actively allocating
resources only in the most expected future user location [9].

In this paper, we propose a novel strategy for pro-active
service placement by leveraging fine-grained local predictions
of user locations. Inspired by previous work, we consider a
slotted time model. In each time slot, we use a forecast that
predicts a few most likely locations of each user in the next
time slot. We consider the setup cost of proactively transferring
the functions’ state to these locations, as well as the potential
benefit loss due to service session downtime, if the state is
transferred reactively. We emphasize that, in this work, we do
not focus on the forecast mechanisms per se. Instead, we treat
forecasting as a pluggable block into the proposed framework
and evaluate the sensitivity to forecasting errors.

We evaluate our algorithm, PASE, via simulations against an
ideal optimal solution and a state-of-the-art heuristic. We gen-
erate realistic user mobility traces using SUMO, an industry-
wide recognized open-source vehicle traffic simulator [10],
and user-movement traces based on Levy Walk [9], [11], [12],
[13]. To compare to the state-of-the-art, we selected recently
reported results [9] for a model that is closest to our system
model. We demonstrate that PASE is a significantly advanta-
geous strategy under many scenarios of practical importance.

In summary, our contributions are as follows.

• We define a novel framework for service placement in the
mobile edge under uncertainty;
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Fig. 1. A MEC system with two vehicles, where each square represents the
vicinity of a datacenter. The service-function allocations change in response
to vehicle movement.

• We compare PASE to an optimal offline solution and to the
state-of-the-art heuristic, demonstrating its advantage under
practical scenarios;

• We thoroughly investigate the tradeoff involved with proac-
tive cost-efficient placement of services in the mobile edge;
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II,

we formally define the service embedding problem and de-
scribe our high-level approach. We give the full design and
implementation details of PASE in Sec. III. Our evaluation
setup and results are described in Sec. IV, with related work
surveyed in Sec. V. Sec. VI concludes this work.

II. PROBLEM AND APPROACH

A. Problem description

Below, we define the embedding problem and describe our
approach with an outline of our algorithm, PASE. We leave
mathematical notations and optimization details to Sec. III.
The proactive service embedding problem: Given (a) a
substrate network of the mobile edge, (b) a set of service
session requests, (c) a forecast of anticipated service sessions;
find a feasible embedding of requests onto the substrate
network, with maximal benefit.

The substrate network comprises datacenters and links
connecting them. Each datacenter has a limited processing
capacity, that is, available CPU and memory. Each link has
limited bandwidth and known latency. The substrate network
resources can be consumed in an elastic, pay-as-you-go man-
ner, incurring both setup and usage costs.

Each service-session request is a combination of a service
and a user location. Each service session is embedded on
the substrate network as a set of interconnected functions, as
prescribed by the service topology. Embedding a session on
function instances consumes specified request processing size
on the hosting datacenters and specified BW on the intercon-
necting links. Processing size is an abstraction of the memory
and CPU resources required to process the request. The SLAs
for the interacting micro-services are defined through latency
constraints between the functions in the topology and between
the service and the user. A session embedding is feasible if all
embedded service functions have enough capacity to process
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Fig. 2. Proactive allocation based on an existing user location and session embedding (a), and two potential future user locations (b and c).

and can interconnect with each other and with the user at their
desired service level; namely, the latency demands are met.

The set of service session requests is dynamic; at each time
slot there may be ongoing sessions, new session requests, and
sessions that end. Moreover, the user location for an ongoing
session may change, possibly requiring modification to its
current embedding to ensure it remains feasible.

To allow proactive embedding, a forecast of anticipated
service sessions is used. At each time slot, based on the
current user location, we are provided (as input) with a set
of probabilities for this user to be in alternative locations in
the next time slot. The user’s service session request will be
updated according to the new location.

This study focuses on utilizing a given forecast to improve
the embedding. The process of deriving predicted user loca-
tions from current locations is orthogonal to our algorithm. It
might be based on their speed and direction, mobility histories,
planned trip, etc. [14], [15], [16]. More advanced methods are
available, but this is outside the scope of this work. In our
evaluation (Sec. IV), we use a basic analysis of each user’s
history to derive their next location.

The optimization goal of the proactive service-embedding
problem is to maximize overall provider benefit. For each
service session request, the service provider accrues a benefit
for every time slot in which the session is feasibly embedded.
The full benefit can only be achieved in a given time slot
if the entire service topology is already allocated and set up
before the time slot starts. For example, an ongoing service
session, in which the user can still be served from its current
location would accrue full benefit. If the topology is not set
up in advance, it can be set up at the beginning of the time
slot, which will incur service downtime. In this case, the
benefit is reduced (penalized) for any service downtime. For
example, new session requests that require new embedding and
ongoing sessions that must be re-embedded to accommodate
user mobility may accrue only partial benefit. Finally, there is
a setup cost associated with each new function instantiation.
The overall provider benefit is the sum of the full and partial
session benefits over all time slots minus the sum of all setup
costs.

B. Our approach to proactive allocation

In this section, we describe our main approach to increasing
the provider’s benefit through proactive allocation. At each
time slot, we utilize the session forecast to proactively set up
virtual function instances where we anticipate they will be
needed at the next time slot. If the forecast is correct then for
every service session that utilized these instances, we accrue
its full benefit.

There is an overall late allocation penalty associated with
receiving only partial benefit from sessions that cannot utilize
any of the instantiated functions. On the other hand, there
is wasted resources cost associated with the setup of unused
anticipated instances. Maximizing the overall provider benefit
requires addressing the tradeoff between this late allocation
penalty and the wasted resources cost. Note that this tradeoff
is affected by the probability associated with each location as
well as the accuracy of the forecast.

As an example, consider the scenario depicted in Fig. 2a.
A user (black car) that is at a given position at time tn−1

may be located at multiple positions at time tn. The two
possible locations for time tn are shown in blue (left) and
green (right) at the top of Fig. 2a. At its current position,
there is an allocation for the requested service session, with
three functions split across two datacenters. In this example
the latency constraints require that F1 must be collocated
with the user, F2 must be no further than the neighboring
datacenter, and F2 and F3 must collocate with each other. The
current embedding (as shown in Fig. 2a) reflects the outcome
of optimization at the previous time slot.

A proactive embedding solution must consider the two
possibilities for the location of the user at time tn. In order
to reduce downtime and maximize the benefit, the service
functions should be instantiated at feasible locations. If setup
costs are low, then the best proactive strategy is to allocate
multiple copies of these functions, covering all the anticipated
locations of the user.

Figs. 2b and 2c show two alternatives for feasible em-
beddings that meet the desired latency constraints for both
anticipated user locations. The optimization considers the
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Fig. 3. Timeline of PASE steps and the input used for planning in each step.

available capacity at each datacenter as well as the cost of
setting up new function instances.

The capacity calculation considers multiple possibilities for
each function. However, the user will eventually be in only
one location (either blue or green). Therefore, each function
should be set up only once at each datacenter. For example,
in Fig. 2b F2 and F3 are counted once for both possible user
locations, while F1 is counted twice. Thus, the overall capacity
requirements for the proactive allocation shown in Fig. 2b is
four shares (assuming all functions require 1 share each). An
alternative proactive allocation shown in Fig. 2c requires six
capacity shares for tn.

The setup cost calculation considers the existing embedding
(at time tn−1) counting only new instances. For example, in
Fig. 2c the existing embedding of F2 and F3 are reused,
therefore only F1 is new for the green alternatives and the
overall setup cost is 4 new instances. In Fig. 2b the existing
embedding is not used; however, both alternatives can utilize
the same instances for F2 and F3. Therefore, the overall setup
cost, in this case, is also 4 new instances.

C. PASE algorithm

We now describe PASE, our algorithm for proactive embed-
ding. The technical details are provided in the next section.

PASE employs a slotted approach, where resources are (re-)
allocated at each time slot. At the beginning of each time slot,
PASE receives a set of service session requests and the state of
the system’s resources (the current allocation). The resource
allocation for time slot tn is composed of three partially
interleaving optimization steps, which we term pre-allocation,
repurposing, and adjustment. Each step has two phases. The
planning phase receives a precise or approximate view of
the system’s resources and session requests and generates an
embedding plan. The application phase applies the plan by
instantiating and/or reusing function instances on the substrate
datacenters. The different steps differ in their inputs, in the
time allocated for their planning phases, and in the logic they
use for planning. Fig. 3 depicts the scheduling of these steps
and the input each of them receives.

The pre-allocation step for time slot tn takes place during
time slot tn−1. Its planning phase is the longest—it optimizes
based on a forecast of requests and must consider the inherent
uncertainty. Its input is the resource state during time slot tn−1

and a prediction of the user locations during time slot tn. Its
application phase sets up new function instances.

The repurposing step occurs at the beginning of time slot tn,
when the precise user locations and service session requests
are known. It performs an assignment of session requests using
functions that are already instantiated. These include ongoing
sessions that can keep using their existing functions, as well
as new or modified sessions that utilize new instances created
in the pre-allocation step. Both the planning and application
phases of this step are short. The optimization validates that
the latency requirements are met for any interaction between
the current user location and the location of the first function.
We use a greedy algorithm in order of benefit.

The adjustment step attempts to embed any remaining ser-
vice session requests that were not allocated in the repurposing
step. This mostly includes service session requests at time slot
tn that were not anticipated by the forecast at time tn−1.
The planning phase of the adjustment step runs the same
optimization as that of the pre-allocation step, but rather than
using anticipated user locations, the actual locations are used.
It also considers only the residual datacenter capacity, ignoring
already-allocated resources. Requests embedded at this step
experience downtime until the completion of the application
phase. Therefore, the run-time constraints for its planning are
much more stringent.

For both the pre-allocation and adjustment steps we use
the same integer linear program (ILP) formulation (a for-
mal definition is given in Section III-B). We describe the
system’s resources, the service session requests, and latency
requirements as a set of linear constraints and set benefit
maximization as the optimization goal. The solution to the ILP
provides optimal pre-allocation and adjustment. In our current
implementation, we use a commercially-available ILP solver
to find a solution to the ILP.

III. ILP OPTIMIZATION

In this section, we provide an ILP-based optimization for
the planning phases of the pre-allocation and adjustment steps
of PASE (see Sec. II-C).

A. Notations

The mobile edge substrate is a graph G(D,L) with a set of
datacenters D and a set of interconnecting links L. Cd denotes
the processing capacity of datacenter d ∈ D; Bℓ and Tℓ denote
the bandwidth and delay of link ℓ ∈ L, respectively. xd is the
setup cost for instantiating a function on d.
F and S denote the sets of available functions and services,

respectively. The service topology of each service s ∈ S is a



TABLE I
NOTATIONS

sub-
strate

D Set of data centers L Set of physical links
Cd Capacity of datacenter d Tℓ Physical delay of link ℓ
xd Setup overhead of d Bℓ Bandwidth of link ℓ

services
F Set of available functions πs Function pairs (links) in s
Φf Processing size of f Γπ Max delay for π ∈ πs

S Set of available services wπ BW required for π ∈ πs

requests R Set of requests βr̂ Weighted benefit of r̂
βr Benefit from r ∈ R (βr̂ ≡ P(r̂)βr)

decision
variables

δrd,f ‘1’ iff f is embedded in
datacenter d for request r

yrπ,ℓ ‘1’ iff π is embedded on
link ℓ for request r

helper
variables

Sr̂ ‘1’ iff r̂ is embedded and
is feasible

erd,f ‘1’ iff f needs setup on d
(previous step embedding)

graph Gs(Fs, πs), where Fs ⊆ F denotes the functions used
by the service s and πs denotes the communication between
them. Φf denotes the processing size of function f ∈ F ; wπ

and γπ denote the bandwidth consumption and the pairwise
latency constraint of link π ∈ πs, respectively. γπ reflects the
SLA between functions of the micro-service topology.

R denotes the set of service session requests and R(t)
denotes the sessions that span time slot t. Each request r ∈ R
is associated with a specific service sr ∈ S, a specific user
location dr ∈ D, and a benefit βr. We use the shorthand
notation π ∈ r to indicate that r requests service s and π ∈ πs.
For a time slot t and a request r ∈ R(t), dr(t) denotes
the user location at time t and βr(t) denotes the portion
of the request benefit that may be accrued at t (namely, βr

divided by the number of slots spanned by r). As each PASE
planning iteration works in a single time slot, henceforth, we
use only R(t), r(t), dr(t), and βr(t). Furthermore, we omit
the parameter t to simplify the presentation.

As described in Secs. II-B and II-C, at each time slot,
the PASE pre-allocation step utilizes the session forecast to
proactively set up virtual function instances where it antic-
ipates they will get used at the next time slot. For each
service session request r ∈ R (all at time slot t), the forecast
provides a set of possible user locations {dr1, dr2, . . .} together
with their corresponding probabilities {P(dr1) ,P(dr2) , . . .}.
The PASE pre-allocation step instantiates multiple copies of
functions to support a feasible embedding of sr for these
anticipated locations. To that end, we partition each request
r to a set of sub-requests {r̂1, r̂2, . . .}, each corresponding
to a possible user location {dr1, dr2, . . .}. The benefit of each
sub-request r̂ is set to the expected benefit of its location,
namely βr̂ ≡ P(r̂)βr. This allows the optimizer to take into
account the tradeoff between the expected benefit of a sub-
request and its setup cost. For a sub-request r̂, we use the
shorthand notation r̂ ∈ r to indicate it is a sub-request of r
and the notation π ∈ r̂ to indicate that π ∈ r.

Table I summarizes our notations.

B. Pre-allocation step

Fig. 4 presents a (mixed-) integer linear program (ILP)
formulation to find an optimal embedding at the pre-allocation

maximize∑
r∈R

(∑
r̂∈r

βr̂S r̂ −
∑
d∈D

∑
f∈F

δrd,fe
r
d,fxd

)
(1a)

s.t. ∑
r∈R

∑
π∈πs

yrπ,ℓwπ ≤ Bℓ ∀ℓ∈L (1b)∑
r∈R

∑
f∈F

δrd,fΦf ≤ Cd ∀d∈D (1c)

yrπ,ℓ ≥ yr̂π,ℓ ∀r∈R,∀r̂∈r,∀π∈r,∀ℓ∈L (1d)

δrd,f ≥ δr̂d,f ∀r∈R,∀r̂∈r,∀f∈r,∀d∈D (1e)

yrπ,ℓ ≤
∑
r̂∈r

yr̂π,ℓ ∀r∈R (1f)

δrd,f ≤
∑
r̂∈r

δr̂d,f ∀r∈R,∀f∈r,∀d∈D (1g)

Fig. 4. ILP formulation

step of PASE. The variable δrd,f ∈ {0, 1} indicates whether
the function f is instantiated on datacenter d for request r.
Similarly, the variable yrπ,ℓ ∈ {0, 1} indicates whether the pair
of functions π communicate over substrate link ℓ for request r.

Equation (1a) provides the optimization goal: the expected
total provider benefit. The net provider benefit for each request
is its expected benefit minus its setup cost. The helper variable
S r̂ ∈ {0, 1} (see details below) indicates whether the sub-
request r̂ is embedded and is feasible. If so, its expected benefit
βr̂ is added. The variable erd,f ∈ {0, 1} indicates whether f
induces any setup costs on d. At each time slot, it is a constant
that depends on the value of δrd,f at the previous time slot. If
indicated then the datacenter setup cost is subtracted from the
total provider benefit. Note that the setup cost is calculated for
each request r rather than for each sub-request r̂. If two sub-
requests (of the same request) require instantiating a function
on the same datacenter then only one copy is needed for both.

Equations (1b) and (1c) ensure link and datacenter capaci-
ties are not exceeded. For sub-requests of request r, Eq. (1d)
ensures each function pair is embedded only once onto a
physical link. Equation (1e) ensures the same for functions
on datacenters. Finally, Eqs. (1f) and (1g) require that if a
request is embedded then at least one of its sub-requests is
also embedded.

The helper variable S r̂ is set to 1 only if every logical link
(f, g) = π ∈ r̂ is embedded on some physical link (df , dg) ∈
L and its latency constraint is satisfied. The latency for π =
(f, g) if embedded on the substrate link ℓ = (df , dg) is the
sum of the routing delay between df and dg , the processing
delay of f on df , and the processing delay of g on dg:

Γ((f, g) on (df , dg)) = yr̂π,ℓTℓ +Φfδ
r̂
df ,f

+Φgδ
r̂
dg,g

Since it is embedded only on one physical link, we can write

Γ(π) =
∑

ℓ=(df ,dg)∈L

(
yr̂π,ℓTℓ +Φfδ

r̂
df ,f

+Φgδ
r̂
dg,g

)
(2)



Using Eq. (2), We define S r̂ as:

S r̂ = (
∑
d∈D

δr̂d,f ≥ 1) ∧ (
∑
d∈D

δr̂d,g ≥ 1)

∧ (Γ(π) ≤ Γf,g) ∀π=(f,g)∈r̂ (3)

Eq. (3) is given in shorthand. We linearize it using a simple
transformation.2

C. Adjustment step

For the adjustment step of PASE, we use the same ILP of
Fig. 4 with a few modifications that significantly simplify it.
First, only service session requests that are not yet embedded
are considered, so R is a much smaller set. Second, datacenter
capacities {Cd}d∈D and the substrate link capacities {Bℓ}ℓ∈L
are updated to reflect the remaining unallocated resources.
Third, at this stage, the precise user locations are known for
every request r; therefore, there is exactly one sub-request
r̂ ∈ r with probability P(r̂) = 1. Fourth, βr̂ < βr is the partial
benefit of r after the late allocation penalty is applied. Fifth,
every allocation at this step incurs the setup cost (otherwise the
resources would have been utilized at the repurposing step);
therefore, erd,f ≡ 1 for all functions and for all datacenters.
Equations (1d) to (1g) are no longer needed, thus r̂ can be
replaced with r in Eqs. (2) and (3).

D. Practical considerations

It is well known that ILP does not scale well. To reduce the
ILP input size we trim improbable sub-requests. Theoretically,
sub-request probabilities can be arbitrarily low. This may also
lead to over-allocation at the pre-allocation step, attempting
to cover all possible user locations. We heuristically set a
threshold p for minimal request probability and remove any
sub-request r̂ ∈ r for which P(r̂) ≤ p. Note that now the sum
of probabilities of all r̂ ∈ r may be less than 1.

While this heuristic “trimming” worked reasonably well for
the problem of the size that we experimented with, further
increasing the size of the problem requires some changes.
In particular, a standard way of dealing with the scalability
problem in ILP is to relax it to become a linear program (LP).
LP is highly scalable and can be used with rounding techniques
to obtain an integer solution. We note that, in this paper, our
main focus was not dealing with the scale of the problem.
Rather, our goal was a framework for dealing with intrinsic
tradeoffs between reactive and proactive strategies for service
embedding into the mobile edge. The ILP building block can
be replaced by LP rounding (or other optimization techniques)
in future implementations.

IV. EVALUATION

We designed our experimental comparative evaluation to
answer three questions: (1) how does PASE compare to the
most relevant existing policy? (2) how does PASE compare
to the theoretically optimal allocation? and, (3) how is PASE
affected by the system parameters and user behavior?

2Sr̂ is linearized using Z = X ∧ Y → Z ≤ X,Z ≤ Y, Z ≥ X + Y − 1
[17].

In the following, we describe the algorithms used in our
evaluation (Sec. IV-A), our methodology for generating traces
for mobile user service requests (Sec. IV-B), and the pa-
rameters of our mobile edge system and service portfolio
(Sec. IV-C). We conclude this section by presenting our results
and discussing their significance (Sec. IV-D).

A. Algorithms used for comparative study

A survey of related works (see Sec. V) reveals a diverse
set of system models and optimization goals, which makes it
challenging to directly compare PASE to every existing policy.
Therefore, we use the following three algorithms that are
most helpful in understanding the value of PASE and intrinsic
tradeoffs involved with its performance.
• MAMI is presented in [9] for mobility-aware multi-instance

function placement. This recent work combines the benefits
of proactive and reactive allocation approaches and its
model and optimization goal are closest to the ones of
PASE. The MAMI algorithm aims at minimizing service
session downtime of mobile users by placing services in
the mobile edge, such that the service can be consumed
with appropriate latency from the expected user locations.
MAMI prepares the allocation for each user prior to their
arrival in the system. The algorithm allocates one static
copy of a service in the most probable user location where
probability is calculated a priori from a long-term history of
the user. For the remaining possible locations not covered by
the static allocation, MAMI prepares dynamic allocations,
which do not reserve resources in the datacenters. Upon
user arrival to such a location, the dynamic allocation
is “activated” if resources are available in the datacenter.
“Activation” is made by launching the required functions.
The allocation is performed greedily for each user. MAMI
places the first function in the datacenter with the highest
probability of the user being in its vicinity, and allocates
the remaining functions in the service in nearby locations,
following capacity and delay constraints.

• Reactive is a purely reactive strategy that places user session
requests in each time slot according to the actual location
of users consuming the sessions. We implement Reactive by
limiting PASE to executing the adjustment step only.

• OPT is an ideal optimal policy that, prior to the start of
every time slot, receives as input the precise user locations.
In other words, it has accurate information about where each
request will be consumed. We implement OPT by allowing
the adjustment step of PASE to execute without a time limit.
In practice, the algorithm attains the optimal value within
several minutes. For the evaluation, we use this optimal
allocation in our simulation as if it were obtained at the
start of the time slot, with its input.
All algorithms are implemented in Java. The implementa-

tions use IBM CPLEX 22.1 [18] to solve the ILP instances.
CPLEX has a probabilistic component, and thus, in our
experiment, the performance of PASE is an average of three
separate executions with different random seeds. CPLEX runs
on Ubuntu 18.04 server equipped with Intel Xeon Platinum



TABLE II
MOBILE EDGE AND SERVICES PORTFOLIO PARAMETERS

Parameter Value Parameter Value

Grid dimensions 4x4 Link capacity [functions] 200
|D|, # of datacenters 16 datacenter capacity[PU] 334-2672
Link delay [TU] 6 |S|, Service portfolio size 10
Mean service size

[# of functions]
3 Mean function

pairwise request delay
10

|F|, functions portfolio size 10 Mean function size [PU] 2
Avg. # of requests 550 Mean request benefit 200
Function setup cost 10 Late allocation penalty 20%
Sub-request threshold p 5%

8176 CPU running at 2.1 GHz and 256GB of RAM. The solver
uses up to 32 threads. The allotted time limits are 49 seconds
for solving the pre-allocation ILP, one second for repurposing
in PASE, and 10 seconds for solving the adjustment ILP.

B. Data used for comparative study

Obtaining and generating representative workloads for edge
systems is challenging due to their limited deployment which
is mostly experimental [19]. Thus, we use an industry-standard
open-source traffic simulator, SUMO (Simulator of Urban
MObility) [10]. To demonstrate the value of our approach, we
extracted a 3.2km × 3.2km section of New York City from
OpenStreetMap (OSM) [20] and divided it into a 4x4 grid with
cells of equal size. The chosen grid size reflects the locality
property evident from the SUMO simulation and the fact a
mobile user can only move to an adjacent datacenter during a
single time slot. We then use SUMO’s OSMWebWizard [21] to
generate vehicular traffic of approximately 550 simultaneously
active users, with arrival and departure rates of approximately
80 users per minute. We track each user’s location during
a SUMO execution of 60 minutes, which we split into 60
1-minute time slots. For each slot, service session requests
are drawn for each user using Zipf distribution to simulate a
typical scenario where a few services are much more popular
than others, which are forming a heavy tail of the distribution.
Request distributions have been shown to follow the power
law and are commonly modeled by Zipf law [22], [23], [24].

We use a separate 60-minute execution of SUMO to collect
mobility statistics of users to obtain location predictions for
each datacenter. Namely, for each datacenter and its neighbors,
we calculate the probability that a user located in this data-
center’s cell at time slot tn−1 will be located at a neighboring
cell at time slot tn. These probabilities comprise the location
predictions used in the PASE pre-allocation step.

To evaluate the sensitivity of PASE to user mobility patterns
and to ensure a fair comparison with MAMI, we use an
additional mobility model, Levy Walk [13], which was used
for evaluating MAMI in [9].

Levy walk models long presence at several locations while
traveling large distances with unexpected direction changes
between locations. Such mobility patterns can characterize
taxis, delivery trucks, and other vehicular mobility patterns
[11], [12]. We generate requests following the Improved Levy
Walk defined by Wei et al. in [9]—a Levy walk with a light

Fig. 5. Mobility of two users under Levy Walk (blue, left) and SUMO (dashed
orange, right). Arrows represent path direction. Numbers represent datacenter
ID. Circle size indicates the relative time spent in each datacenter and diamond
size indicates mobility probabilities from each user’s initial location.

tail distribution. Following the methodology used in [9], we set
a mean pause time of 15 minutes, a maximal travel distance
of 3.2km (consistent with the grid dimensions), and use an
average speed of 60 km/h. User attrition and turnover rates
were set to 15% in each interval, similar to the rates typically
used as default parameter values in SUMO simulation.

We generate location prediction similarly to what is done
in [9]: we normalize the time each user spent in each data-
center’s cell by its total time in the system, and the resulting
ratio is this user’s probability to be located in the datacenter,
independent of the specific time slot or current location, which
means that the user movement is a Markovian process.

Fig. 5 illustrates the difference between the vehicular traffic
generated by SUMO and an Improved Levy Walk, showing
the path of a representative user generated by each model.

The vehicular paths generated by SUMO (dashed orange)
are point-to-point in nature, with users traveling directly
between two grid cells. The user in the figure lingered near
datacenter 6, and passed through the other cells quickly. The
path generated by Levy Walk (blue) is circular in nature,
with users returning to cells they frequented earlier. This user
lingered in three of the seven datacenters in its path.

Fig. 5 also depicts the predicted locations of each user,
relative to their initial location (datacenters 1 and 14 for the
Levy Walk and SUMO users, respectively). The size of the
colored diamonds in each cell represents the probability that
the user will be located in this cell in the following time slot.

In both models, the highest probability is for the user to
remain in its current location. However, the predictions for
the SUMO user include all neighboring cells, while for the
Levy Walk one they include only those in the direction of this
user’s “favorite” cells.

C. Mobile edge parameters used in comparative study

Table II lists the mobile edge and the services portfolio
parameters. For all our experiments, we consider a mobile
edge with 16 datacenters in a 4x4 grid. We use abstract units of
benefit, capacity, latency, and cost, to model the characteristics
of the various system components. We set link latency between
neighboring datacenters to be six time units (TU). The average



(a) 25% utilization (b) 50% utilization

(c) 100% utilization (d) 200% utilization

Fig. 6. The benefit gained by the different policies. Normalized to the benefit of OPT in each time slot. PASE gains the highest benefit, while the benefit of
MAMI decreases dramatically as system utilization increases.

delay requirement between each function pair in a service is 10
TU. Similarly to [25], [26], [27], we use Normal distribution to
generate the services out of 10 functions, with three functions
per service on average. The average capacity requirement of
a function is two processing units (PU).

There are approximately 550 users in the system at each
time slot. We varied the capacities of the individual datacenters
between 334 and 2672 PU, such that the same user workload
represents 25%–200% utilization of the system’s capacity. The
benefit for each request is drawn from a Normal distribution
with a mean of 200, and the setup cost of instantiating a func-
tion into a new datacenter is 10. The late-allocation penalty
for allocation happening in adjustment steps is deducing 20%
of the service session request benefit.

D. Experiments

PASE performance. In our first set of experiments, we
use mobility traces generated by SUMO. We compare PASE
to the strategies described in Sec. IV-A at different levels
of mobile edge utilization. Utilization is defined as the ratio
between the sum of processing units required by all service
session requests, and the total processing capacity of all the
datacenters in the mobile edge. To neutralize the effect of link
capacity bottlenecks, we set unlimited bandwidth for inter-
datacenter links.

Fig. 6 shows the benefit gained from each algorithm in each
time slot, normalized to the maximum possible benefit in this
slot, i.e., to the benefit of OPT. As explained in Sec. II, we

consider the benefit from which late-allocation penalty and
setup costs were deducted.

When the system utilization is only 25% (Fig. 6a), the
benefit of PASE is, on average, 72% of the optimal benefit.
The figure shows the value of proactive allocation (the pre-
allocation step in PASE) by comparison to Reactive: Reactive
gains only approximately 22% of the maximum benefit. The
reason is twofold: every successfully embedded function after
the time slot’s start can only yield reduced benefit due to
its late allocation penalty. In addition, Reactive attempts to
allocate the functions within much less time than that allocated
for PASE in the pre-allocation phase.

In the same setting (25% utilization), MAMI’s normalized
benefit is 64% on average, only slightly lower than PASE.
Indeed, MAMI is designed for underutilized systems, where
datacenters have sufficient unallocated capacity to activate dy-
namic allocations when users arrive in their vicinity. MAMI’s
benefit is lower than that of PASE because it continues to
serve requests with statically allocated services, even when
requests with higher potential benefit arrive. PASE, on the
other hand, prioritizes the requests that it serves in each time
slot to maximize the total benefit of the service provider.

Figs. 6b-6c show how the benefit of the algorithms changes
with increasing mobile edge utilization values. In our experi-
ments, higher utilization levels are realized by simulating the
same set of service session requests while decreasing the total
datacenter capacity. As a result, the absolute benefit gained by
OPT decreases as well. However, as one can see in Fig. 6b,



at 50% mobile edge utilization, the normalized benefit of
PASE remains the same as for 25%, while that of MAMI
dramatically decreases.

Furthermore, as one can clearly observe in Fig. 6d, PASE
still manages to attain the same 70% of the normalized benefit
even at 200% utilization. The normalized benefit of MAMI,
however, decreases dramatically even further, as a result of
increased system utilization, to as little as 34%, on average—
this is essentially the same benefit as that of Reactive. MAMI’s
poor behavior at high mobile-edge utilization levels is caused
by static allocations that prevent dynamic allocations of func-
tions. At the same time, many static allocations become
irrelevant to the users’ current locations. Reactive improves
at 200% utilization since it still serves a similar number of
requests in each interval, while OPT gains approximately 50%
less benefit compared to its benefit with 25% utilization.

Fig. 7a shows the absolute value of the total benefit gained
in the same experiments. We exclude the first 10 time slots in
which the algorithms stabilize. Fig. 7a also shows a breakdown
of the benefit gained by each step in the various algorithms.
PASE gains approximately 35% of its benefit from functions
allocated in the pre-allocation step, and an additional 35% and
30% from the repurposing and adjustment steps, respectively.
The high benefit achieved from repurposing can be attributed
to the skewness in service popularity: the most popular ser-
vices are requested by more users at any given location.

As expected, the benefit of Reactive is hardly affected by the
system utilization. While it needs to reallocate more functions
as utilization grows, the time allocated for its planning step
(i.e., solving the ILP instance) does not change and remains at
10 seconds. Even at 50% utilization, the pure Reactive strategy
appears not to scale.

The effect of setup cost. To evaluate the effect of the setup
cost on PASE, we repeated the experiments at various levels
of mobile edge utilization. In this experiment, we fixed the
number of functions in each service to three. We show the
results for 50% utilization level, having verified the effect
is similar in all utilization levels. We varied the setup cost
from 20 to 180, which is equivalent to 10%-90% of the mean
request benefit. Fig. 8 shows the total absolute benefit of each
policy. MAMI is excluded from this experiment because the
setup cost is not considered in its model and does not affect
its allocation decisions. As expected, the benefit accrued by
all policies decreases with the setup cost because the solver
more aggressively avoids function migrations that might be
necessary to admit high-benefit requests.

The effect of prediction accuracy. We define the mis-
prediction rate as the portion of incorrect predictions in the
predicted locations. To evaluate the sensitivity of the different
policies to prediction accuracy, we repeat the experiments for
different levels of the mobile-edge utilization while varying
the misprediction rate. Here, too, the effect is similar for
all utilization levels, and we present only the results for
50% mobile edge utilization. In each time slot, we modify
the predicted locations given as input to the algorithms. For
misprediction rate r, 100%− r of the predicted user locations

are their precise future locations, and the remaining r are
random locations different from their true future locations.

Fig. 9 shows the benefit gained by each policy, normalized
to that of OPT. When the predictions are accurate (0%
mispredictions), PASE achieves almost 100% of the benefit
obtained by OPT, because its pre-allocation step allocates
functions according to the true user locations. The benefit of
PASE decreases as the misprediction rate increases because
the effectiveness of the pre-allocation step decreases. Thanks
to repurposing and adjustment steps, PASE manages to recover
from a large portion of inaccurate predictions, thus reaching
66% of the benefit of OPT at 100% misprediction rate.

The benefit of MAMI also decreases with the increase in
misprediction rate, from a normalized benefit of 61% to 0,
with misprediction rates of 0 to 100%, respectively. MAMI
is more sensitive to mispredictions than PASE because it is
unable to activate its dynamic allocations for users that arrive
at unexpected locations. The normalized benefit of Reactive
remains low, although it approaches that of MAMI with a
misprediction rate of 60%.

The effect of mobility patterns. To evaluate the sensitivity
of PASE to user mobility patterns, we repeated the experiments
in Fig. 6 and Fig. 7a with user locations derived from the
Levy Walk traces. Fig. 7b shows the total benefit gained by
each policy in each experiment, with varying levels of mobile
edge utilization. The first 10 time slots are excluded as in
Fig. 7a. PASE gains higher benefit from the Levy Walk users
than the SUMO users thanks to the increased accuracy of the
user-specific predicted locations. As a result, 68% of PASE’s
benefit comes from pre-allocated functions, 33% more than
its percentage for the SUMO paths. The benefit of OPT and
Reactive is not affected by prediction accuracy.

MAMI’s benefit with Levy Walk is considerably higher
than with the SUMO-generated traces. Indeed, MAMI was
designed for users with predictable locations, and its benefit
in the underutilized system is 90% of the maximum. However,
this benefit decreases dramatically as mobile edge utilization
increases, for the reasons discussed above. This experiment
highlights the advantages of PASE, which is less vulnerable
to unpredictable user mobility and highly utilized systems.

V. RELATED WORK

Our study focuses on service embedding under uncertainty
caused by user mobility. Previous studies addressed many
variants of embedding both in the context of SFC embedding
and virtual network embedding (VNE) problems in various
environments. Typically uncertainty is not in the focus in these
setups. For example, embedding in cloud systems [28], [29],
[30], [31], [32] does not involve mobile users, thus resolving
one of the main reasons for uncertainty.

Our work shares some concepts with previous studies, such
as provider-aware optimization [33] and allocation with ILP
optimization [34].

Other studies do not address user mobility explicitly. The
policies in [27], [35], [36], [37] allocate SFCs under con-
straints on CPU, memory, bandwidth, latency, and other 5G



Fig. 7. Breakdown of absolute total benefit for SUMO (a) and Levy Walk (b).

Fig. 8. The effect of the setup cost. As the cost increases, the benefit of both
OPT and PASE decreases as they avoid function migration.

Fig. 9. The benefit of both PASE and MAMI decreases with the number of
wrong predictions, but PASE is less vulnerable.

and edge parameters. These studies allocate resources for
requests upon arrival, in an online fashion. This approach for
addressing uncertainty handles only incoming requests, while
the old ones remain unaffected. In contrast, PASE searches for
an optimal allocation given all outstanding requests in each
time slot.

Embedding approaches involving machine learning are be-
coming increasingly popular. These studies [38], [39], [40]
improve resource allocation by predicting user locations and
demand. However, they limit the allocation of application
resources to a single location. Predictions generated by
machine-learning can be easily incorporated into PASE as
input. Different forecast approaches can work in combination
with our algorithm, and our results show that the benefit to the
provider increases with the quality of the probabilistic input.

Coniglio et al. [41] address virtual network embedding
under uncertainty with the goal of maximizing total request
revenue. They allocate instances whose constraints are likely
to be met. The uncertainty in their model results from an
unexpected load, while our model addresses the more specific
challenge of uncertainty in user locations. In addition, their
approach addresses allocation in a single timeslot, as opposed
to the continuous approach of PASE. Coniglio et al. [41] limit
embedding of one virtual node onto a physical node, while we
have no such limitation to maximize potential revenue.

Wei et al. [9] propose an algorithm based on expected
user locations. They reserve resources in advance for more

probable scenarios, while dynamically planning allocation for
less probable cases. Our approach solves an ILP based on
actual conditions in real-time. Also, we require less accurate
probabilities than defined in [9]. We discuss the algorithm
described in [9] in detail in this work and evaluate it in Sec. V.

Saurez et al. [42] propose a control plane for edge datacen-
ters that allocates services while considering user locations,
latency constraints, and available resources. Similar to our ap-
proach, they employ proactive and reactive policies. However,
their solution does not aim for optimality, and requests are
served by order of arrival.

Several works [27], [35], [42] apply a single latency con-
straint across the entire service, taking an end-to-end approach.
In contrast, we apply pairwise latency constraints to reflect
the SLAs between functions. Satisfying pairwise constraints
guarantees the satisfaction of the overall service SLA.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

We presented PASE, an algorithmic framework that exploits
local knowledge about expected user movements in the mobile
edge. PASE proactively sets up functions of a service session
in the most anticipated locations to maximize the service
owner benefit while minimizing downtime for the users.
Thanks to its proactive strategy and real-time adaptiveness,
PASE outperforms the state-of-the-art policy for this model
by a considerable margin and is also considerably closer to
the theoretical optimum.



One future work direction is to extend our model to en-
compass graceful QoS degradation due to under-allocation
of resources, rather than the all-or-nothing allocation model
studied in this work. Another potential direction is to relax the
ILP model and develop a fast rounding heuristic to improve
the scalability of PASE. Finally, we plan to explore strategies
exploiting multi-time slot predictions (e.g., capturing typical
daily vehicle routes) at the level of individual users.
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